
Redmond, WA, U.S.A., June 14, 2012― Zetron, a leading provider of mission-critical communications 
solutions, announced that its MAX Dispatch system has just completed successful testing with the Stancil SLR 
Logging and Media Recorder. 

The testing, which was conducted recently at Zetron’s testing labs, was undertaken to ensure that the Stancil 
Logging and Media Recorder integrates seamlessly with Zetron’s MAX Dispatch system. To achieve this high 
level of integration, Stancil adapted its logging recorder product according to the MAX Dispatch interface 
specifications Zetron provided.  

“Working with solid, third-party partners like Stancil allows us to extend the capabilities of products such as the 
MAX Dispatch system,” noted Zetron vice-president of product management and marketing, Kathy Broadwell. 
“Because of these partnerships, we are better able to meet our customers’ needs for highly integrated, user-
centric solutions that improve the efficiency and effectiveness of their operations. 

“We have been working with Zetron for several years, and we’ve been very impressed with their products 
and technical knowledge,” said Simon Farrow, CTO of Stancil Corporation. “This most recent partnership with 
Zetron has enabled us to provide a tight coupling between their product and ours. This in turn provides a 
seamless solution for our mutual customers.” 

About Zetron
For over 30 years, Zetron has been providing mission-critical communications solutions to customers in public 
safety, transportation, utilities, manufacturing, healthcare and business. With offices in the U.S.A., U.K., 
Australia and numerous field locations, Zetron supports a worldwide network of resellers, system integrators 
and distributors. This gives Zetron a global reach as well as a local presence in the regions it serves. Zetron 
has installed thousands of systems and over 20,000 console operator positions worldwide. Zetron is a wholly 
owned subsidiary of JVC Kenwood Corporation. For more information, visit www.zetron.com.

About Stancil Corporation
For over 60 years, Stancil Corporation has manufactured voice- recording solutions. It has customers all 
over the world, with installations in public safety, government agencies, and utilities as well as commercial 
businesses. It is headquartered in Southern California, and has resellers worldwide. For more information, visit 
www.stancilcorp.com.
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